An archipelago of CpG islands in Xq28: identification and fine mapping of 20 new CpG islands of the human X chromosome.
19 probes for CpG islands, mapping to Xq28, have been used as probes to construct a physical map of genes of this band of the human X chromosome. A total of 22 CpG islands have been precisely mapped in respect to known loci along the 9-10 Mb of Xq28. The fine mapping of such a large number of CpG islands has demonstrated that also in gene rich Giemsa light bands, like Xq28, gene distribution is non uniform: the CpG islands are clustered in the distal portion of the band in a 2 Mb region between the G6PD gene and the DXS15 locus. Moreover, 16 CpG islands were found between the G6PD and the RCP/GCP genes, a region of DNA of only about 300 kb. If this structural organization has a biological function it has yet to be determined. However, the isolation of large genomic regions enriched in gene sequences and the availability of cosmid or YAC contigs will provide the means to test the significance of such gene organization, as well as the material for large sequencing projects and gene search, for the identification of candidate genes for inherited disorders mapped to Xq28 and for comparative mapping.